
  

January 28, 2023 

Special Goal Getter News 
 

Welcome to our special Goal Getter News!  

Hello troop cookie manager, 

The Goal Getter phase has officially begun! Girls can continue to participate in 

the cookie program all ways, but if they continue to use their Digital Cookie 

sites, they can earn BONUS rewards in addition to the general cookie rewards in 

the lineup! Check out page 14 of the Cookie Book for more details about this 

phase.  

  

18+ Packages Sold in Digital Cookie 

When girls sell 18 packages in Digital Cookie during the Goal Getter phase, 

January 28 through February 9, they will earn the Action Patch with rotating 

dolphin! Due to the delayed start of shipped cookies, this level has been lowered 

from the 25 stated in your Cookie Book to now 18+ packages. 

This new, interactive patch is designed to reward cookie entrepreneurs who 

continue to strive for towards new goals through their Digital Cookie sites. Girl 

Scouts will love rotating the dolphin to “swim” through the waves!  

 

Surprise Reward Level! 

 

38+ Packages Sold in Digital Cookie 

Due to the delayed shipping in Digital Cookie, this level has also been lowered, so 

when girls continue to participate in the Cookie Program using Digital Cookie 

during this Goal Getter phase and sell 38 or more packages, they will earn this 

new, bonus reward – the Dolphin Multi-Tool! 

https://issuu.com/gswo/docs/2022cookiebook_v6prweb


This must-have tool puts the fun in functionality! Crafted with colorful anodized 

metal, this adorable dolphin shape includes 9 functions that empower Girl Scouts 

to be ready at a moment’s notice. Girls can comb hair, measure, file, repair, open 

cans, remove screws, and more. This tool is perfect for all adventurous explorers 

and camp enthusiasts! 

Check out the attached graphic for images of the Goal Getter rewards and be sure 

to share with your troop.  
 

  

  

 


